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We propose an artificial material, based on inclusions of low-dimensional quantum structures made

of AlN/GaN semiconductor layers, in a similar setting to that of a quantum cascade amplifier. By a

proper quantum-dispersion engineering, this metamaterial can be used as a nonmetallic guide of

surface plasmon polaritons in the optical regime with the added benefit of amplification and

modulation. Advanced dispersion engineering of this quantum system is detailed here and due to the

rapid development of the epitaxial growth of such material, we expect that the full set of the required

material parameters will be realized in the near future. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.

fDOI: 10.1063/1.2978208g

I. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials are artificial electromagnetic smulti-
dfunctional materials engineered to satisfy prescribed re-
quirements, which transcend the characteristics of natural

media. These new properties emerge due to specific interac-

tions of electromagnetic fields with the engineered metasub-

stances. Electromagnetic metamaterials will play a key role

in providing new functionalities and enhancements to future

electronic-photonic devices and components, such as multi-

functional smart miniature antennas and apertures, high-

resolution imaging systems, smart skins, and so forth. One of

the most active topics at present is left-handed materials

sLHMsd.1 These negative-refraction materials refract light in
a way contrary to the normal “right handed” rules of electro-

magnetism. Most of the experimentally demonstrated LHM

are based on inclusions of smart metallic films, wires, or

spheres and still suffer from the high optical losses.
2
In this

sense, the quest is to construct an active metamaterial to

overcome the losses or even to amplify the input data.

The advantages of employing quantum structures for

dispersion engineering over the metal inclusions are the ex-

isting mature fabrication technologies, incorporation within

photonic integrated circuits sPICsd and, most important, the
possibility of amplification, using external pumping. Here we

examine specifically the metamaterial design required for

surface plasmon guiding sand manipulationd in the optical
regime.

While the dielectric-based optics does not allow the re-

alization of nanoscaled optical devices,
3
metal-based surface

plasmon polariton sSPPd seemingly does. SPP optical waves
on a metal-dielectric interface can be confined much below

the optical wavelength,
4–6

and even offer a route to over-

come the diffraction limit.
7
Research of subwavelength SPP

optics shows promise for the realization of nanometer-size

PIC,
4,8
for applications such as optical interconnects, signal

processing, and nanosensing. Nanometeric metal stripes,
9–11

v-grooves,
12
trances,

13
and spheres

14
surrounded by a dielec-

tric medium can potentially serve as SPP waveguide devices,

as was shown theoretically and experimentally.

The basic SPP phenomenon is the waveguiding on a

single dielectric/metal interface,
15
and the condition for the

guiding is the different sign of electric permittivity of the

interfacing media sand relative magnitudesd. While the com-
mon dielectrics exhibit positive electromagnetic response to

the applied field, negative electric permittivity is exhibited

by noble metals in optical frequencies due to the plasmalike

behavior of conducting electrons. One of the most disap-

pointing features of SPP, limiting their breakthrough into

practical realizations, is the inherent losses, caused by the

metal free carrier absorption, resulting in wave propagation

distance in the micrometer scale.
9
Mitigating the loss by add-

ing gain medium such as electrically pumped semiconductor

bulk material or semiconductor quantum wells
16,17 sQWsd is

still not realized due to the complex interfacing and very

high gain requirement. The SPP waves are naturally highly

confined in the very small region of the interface; making

this kind of amplification procedure to be even more difficult

sonly a small portion of electromagnetic field overlaps an
active layerd.

Since an optimal material for SPP guiding does not ex-

ists in nature, the probable solution for this problem will be

to engineer the artificial material with prescribed character-

istics of SPP guiding. The concept of metamaterial was in-

troduced several decades ago,
1
and again more recently.

18

The major effort was done toward realization of LHM,
19,20

but other prescribed properties sphase matching for nonlinear
semiconductor opticsd may be constructed as well.21

Here we propose and analyze the concepts of metal-free

metamaterial for SPP guiding sand manipulationd in the op-
tical regime based on low dimensionality semiconductor

quantum structures. The realization of plasmonics using

semiconductor may revolutionize this field by allowing high

level integration and mainly the realization of dynamic plas-

monic elements and possible plasmonic amplification by car-

rier injection.ad
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II. BASIC CONCEPT

The Lorentz model of atomic electrical permittivity is

well approved by advanced quantum theory and numerous

experiments
22

« = «bac −o
i,j

iNq
umiju

2srii − r j jd

«0"

1

isv − v jid − g ji

G , s1d

where q is the electron charge, «0 is the vacuum electric

permittivity, v ji is the resonant transition frequency between

quantum levels, v is the frequency of the input light, rii is

the electron occupation probability of the ith level, N is the

carrier density participating in the process, «bac is the aver-

aged permittivity of the background material, g ji is the phe-

nomenology introduced dephasing rate, and G is the optical

field confinement factor within the material. By employing

the appropriate parameters in Eq. s1d, it is possible to attain a
negative real part of « in the vicinity of a transition reso-

nance. Moreover, being also very lossy, the passive material

fFig. 1sadg may be inverted to be active fFig. 1sbdg by popu-
lation inversion achieved by external pumping.

A favorable candidate for a pronounced optical transition

resonance is the semiconductor QW. We will use QW struc-

tures to demonstrate the phenomenon due to their wide-

spread usage and technology maturity. The basic concept of

composing functional materials from QW based “artificial

atoms”
23
was reported in our recent work.

24

The existence of transition resonance is crucial for the

reduction in background material permittivity toward the

negative values, as we mentioned before. The dephasing rate,

or resonance linewidth sg jid, plays the key role in the permit-
tivity variation fEq. s1dg. Interband transitions fFig. 2sadg are
characterized by a wide absorption semissiond spectrum sun-
fortunate for our applicationd due to the inverse parabolicity
of the conduction and valence bands. This does not allow for

the related real permittivity to exhibit the distinct negative

region which is typical for narrow resonances. However, the

intersubband transitions fFig. 2sbdg, having the same parabo-

licity for all energy levels, allow much narrower spectrum of

interaction. The accuracy of this statement depends on

k-dependence of effective mass model and confinement of

electron wave function by the potential well.
22

Amplification via intersubband transitions may be

achieved by different schemes, as shown both theoretically

and experimentally,
25–32

with the most promising technique

being the quantum cascade laser sQCLd.25–29 Different mate-
rial families were successfully used for QCL composition,

but for the most of common compound semiconductors, the

intersubband resonance wavelengths is in the medium-far in-

frared sIRd region making them inapplicable for the optical

range SPP applications. Fortunately, the Nitride group of

semiconductor materials, being the source for the blue lasers,

does exhibit telecommunication wavelengths by intersub-

band transitions.
33,34

Intersubband transitions in nitride materials got a consid-

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Conduction band profile sblack dashed lined of GaN/
AlN QCA. Color solid lines represent the electron wave functions of the left

cascade, while the color doted lines are the wave functions of the right

cascade.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Lorenz model of two-level atom permittivity—

imaginary part sred curved and real part sblue curved; sad electron in a
ground state—passive configuration; sbd electron in an exited state—active
configuration. FIG. 2. sColor onlined Energy-level diagram QWs: sad interband transitions

and sbd intersubband transitions.
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erable attention during the recent years because of their spe-

cial advantages, which will be further discussed. Numbers of

promising detectors
35
and emitters

36
were recently demon-

strated.

III. NEGATIVE E FOR GAN/ALN QUANTUM CASCADE
AMPLIFIER

QCL generally constructed from a chain scascaded of
basic cells, each comprised of the active and transport re-

gions. The basic concept of quantum cascade amplifier

sQCAd may be described by unipolar electrical carriers’ in-
jection into the active region of the first cell where the radia-

tive recombination takes place and the carriers are subse-

quently transported to the next cascade. In our application

the transport region should be reduced in dimensions in order

to maximize the confinement factor G fEq. s1dg. In this sense,
vertical transport by tunneling and scattering techniques

27

are preferable compared to the miniband transport.
25
This

scheme is known in literature as “injectorless” QCL,
37
where

a confinement factor of about 0.5 was shown. Moreover, in-

jectorless QCL was exhibited experimentally
38
yet this tech-

nique is less mature than conventional “injectory”

QCL
25
—especially the leakage that should be remedied.

We use the idea of LO-phonon scattering transport in

QCL sRef. 27d presented in nitrides by Ref. 39. The advan-
tage of using nitrides, acceptance of the wavelength, is the

high energy LO-phonons s,90 meVd, allowing room tem-

perature operation of QCL, due to reduced parasitic thermal

repopulation. Additional benefit of nitrides is the low back-

ground dielectric constant,
40
which should be reduced to the

negative values by the quantum structure resonances, and

also the possibility of high-speed control may be of

interest.
41

We modeled QCA in GaN/AlN by finite element simu-

lation of 2 nm AlN −2.45 nm GaN −1.4 nm AlN −1.25 nm

cascade with 50 mV/nm applied voltage and got the conduc-

tion band diagram depicted in Fig. 3 with the respective elec-

tronic wave functions. Being injected into left cascade, the

electron occupies the exited level su1ld of the QW. The quan-
tum efficiency of such injection process, discussed in Ref.

23, is about a unity, for actual devices. Subsequent to the

radiative transition into the ground state su2ld samplificationd,

the electron is resonantly scattered by LO-phonon
27
into the

second well of the cascade su3ld. The applied bias voltage
locates the lower state of a cascade unit in resonance with the

upper state of the next, allowing the electron to tunnel effi-

ciently to the next stage. Critical bottleneck achieving inter-

subband population inversion is a small lifetime of the exited

states carriers. The influence of phonon, electron-electron

and roughness scattering, and of the spontaneous emission

on carrier dynamics was studied in Refs. 42 and 43. It was

shown that LO-phonons are the most significant contributors

to the carriers’ lifetime. We calculated the lifetime ssimilar to
the procedure of Refs. 27 and 42d while using only GaN bulk
modes, neglecting the contribution of the heterostructure.

This approximation is widely used with good results,
39
but

more compound GaN/AlN phonon modes may be used as

well.
44
The material parameters were taken from measured

data in Refs. 45–47.

The corresponding electrical permeability of this QCA at

charge sheet density rs=231013 cm−2 is represented in Fig.

4. This density of injected carriers allows the voltage drop on

the device. From Fig. 4 one may see that indeed a negative «

value of −1.9–5.7j may be achieved around 1567 nm central

wavelength.

IV. ADVANCED DISPERSION ENGINEERING

Although we exhibited a design yielding a significant

negative «, we would like to optimize the material further.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Electrical permittivity of GaN/AlN QCA. Blue line—
real part; red line—imaginary part.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Advanced engineering scheme—sad two-level system
with inverted population; sbd dispersion curves for system in sad; scd tree-
level system: u2l− u1l transition corresponds to gain, while u2l− u3l transition
corresponds to loss; sdd dispersion curves for system in scd.
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Here we include another substructure that exhibits an absorp-

tion peak in the vicinity of gain line to achieve better coin-

cidence of the maximum gain and negative real part of « at

the same wavelength. The concept is elucidated in Fig. 5.

While for a simple transition fFig. 5sadg, the induced varia-
tion of the real material permittivity at maximum gain is zero

fFig. 5sbdg, by adding absorption near the gain peak fFig.
5scdg, it is possible to achieve significant real « values around

the maximal gain fFig. 5sddg. The maximal real « variance in

our design is when the transition frequencies of the gain and

loss differ by twice the linewidth sgd. Actual design of this
concept for the nitride material family results with the struc-

ture depicted in Fig. 6. The corresponding lifetimes of LO-

scattering process are ,0.1 ps for u1l and ,2.6 ps for u2l,
ensuring the possibility to achieve the intersubband popula-

tion inversion srecall the rate equation in Refs. 27 and 39d.
The voltage drop on the device is 0.17 V/nm. The resulting

susceptibility of this QCA at different injection levels is de-

picted in Fig. 7. The negative « for a sheet density of injected

carriers rs=531012 cm−2 is −2−2j at sair/metamaterial SPP
modal gain of 1.43104 cm−1d and for rs=531013 cm−2 «

=−63−2.3j sl=1646 nmd smodal gain of 22.5 cm−1d or
−24–50j at the maximum gain sl=1629d smodal gain of
6.33102 cm−1d.

The situation described above corresponds to “anti-

Stokes” gain dispersion, which results from our special elec-

tronic levels’ design, in contrary to the “Stokes” dispersion

stemming from the Bloch gain. In our analysis we are using

the medium as a linear amplifier rather than as a laser, such

that the Bloch gain sStokesd contribution is negligible48,49 in
the high population inversion regime.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Considering realistic experimentally reported physical

parameters, we have shown theoretically a possible metama-

terial composition for supporting near-IR SPPs. The maximal

gain required for the specific configuration is still large by

one order of magnitude relatively to that obtained in com-

mercial GaAs QCL family.
50,51

Nevertheless, better result

may be expected in nitrides, as reported in Ref. 52. Without

the dynamic gain saturation and improving the confinement

factor by only 15% it is possible to approach the required

gain level. Another route for improvement should be the re-

duction in the experimentally measured linewidth of about

60–70 meV,
47
which is limited now by the epitaxial imper-

fections.

This single designed medium can guide, amplify, and

modulate SPPs thus may serve as an infrastructure for optical

plasmon-based chip, to be build. It should be emphasized

that the technology for constructing GaN based QCA is still

should have significant improvement in tunneling interfaces

and in achievable high gain levels. Yet, with the expected

maturity of the nitride based semiconductor, we foresee a

major impact only on metamaterials and plasmonics.
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